<Niet Ingevuld> - Maintanance Coin Acceptors

Maintenance Mechanical Coin Acceptor
For this process the coin acceptor must be easily accessible and you might need 1 or 2 cotton swabs and cleaning alcohol.

The coin acceptor has a 'Reject Coin' button that opens the coin
chamber. The coin chamber is linked to the rest of the coin acceptor
with a clamp spring.
If a coin is accepted the coin fall through the coin acceptor and
1. Push the 'Reject' button.
activate the coin switch. After which the coin will fall into the coin
bin. If the coin is not accepted it will be relayed to the 'rejected coin
exit'.

2. When the 'Reject' button is pushed the coin chamber
will open.
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3. The coin chamber must be opened slightly further to
clean. Open the chamber slightly further until a
resistance is felt.
Be ware! Do not force the chamber open!
Forcing the chamber open will render the coin
acceptor useless!
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5. If the coin path is not clean and/or dry, it must be
cleaned with a cotton swab, and if needed some
cleaning alcohol.
4. Check the coin path, it should be dry and clean.
Be ware! In no case use oil or greases! They
will hinder or prohibit the proper working of the
coin acceptor.

Maintenance Electrical Coin Acceptor
Coin blocking
Coin blocking may occur in various ways. One possibility is the general blocking of the input line, which will block the coin
acceptor from accepting all coins. Secondly, it is possible to block coins or groups of coins individually through 16 DIP
blocking switches on the coin acceptor. The DIP blocking switches are accessible through a recess in the coin acceptor cover.
The (I/O) factory option can be specified for the individual blocking of up to 6 different channels or groups of channels via the
six parallel output lines.
Connector for reject signal (EMP 800 and 890
only)

Blocking
switches
9 to 16
1 to 8

ST EMP (parallel)

connector for
external sorting
flaps
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SCI- / MDB cctalk
connector connector
(serial)
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The label
The label of the coin acceptor has all the necessary information required by the machine controller such as the output lines
and blocking switch configurations. The following section explains and clarifies the format and legend on the label.

Example of an EMP 800 v5 Label
At the top is printed the exact type of the coin acceptor. In this example:
EMP 800.00 v5
The remaining space on the label is devoted to the specification of the programmed coins. These specifications are in the
form of a table. The columns have the following meaning:

Coin type (Value and currency)
Teach mode channels are marked with TKn. „n“ = number of blocking switch, which has to be used to activate the teach
mode for this channel.

Blocking switch for the broad channel

Blocking switch for the narrow channel

Blocking switch for the very narrow channel

Blocking switch for a coin type or coin group (currency)

Output line
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Opening and cleaning the coin acceptor

The coin acceptor is attached to the front
plate, to detach this the triangular plastic
lever must be retracted, the coin acceptor
can than be rotated to the opposite side.

The side that has the bar code sticker and the
table can opened to clean the interior. Remove
dirt and sticky fluids with a damp cloth.
Reconnect the communication cable.

Warning: Of all the cables, only the communication cable must be connected, the cable with the white
connector routed from the front plate must not be connected.
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